Dear Julika, and children of

We are fine in Angel’s Home. You sent us lots of presents and we like it. Thank you very much.

In our free time we play volleyball. We like to dance and to balance on our new slackline.

In our Angel’s Home there are living more than 60 girls and we all visit different schools. Some are small and some are big. We have 9 main subjects: They are Maths, Sinhala, English, Science, History, Geography, Health Science, Civil Education, and Religion. Three of us usually visit a special school for children who learn a bit slower. They usually don’t have homework but all other girls sometimes have a lot. Our favourite food is rice and vegetables with chicken or rice.

Yes, we have pets in Angel’s Home. They are dogs and their names are Luna, Ledy and Jerry.

What are your hobby?

Do you have a playground?

Do you have lots of homework and in which subjects?

What’s your favourite food and have you ever cooked it together?

When are your holidays?

Best regards from the Angels Home

Your Angels